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INTRODUCTION

Development of Raman Spectroscopy

The discovery of Raman spectra may be attributed to Sir C. V.

Raman in 1923, thus the name Raman spectra. The Raman spectra of

substances are similar to infrared absorption spectra in their

connection with molecular vibrations but differ quite drastically

from them in their mode of excitation.

It is well known that most transparent substances, such as

gases and liquids, do not transmit light perfectly but scatter a

small amount of it In all directions. The scattered light is pol-

arized, and its spectrum contains all the wavelengths present in

the source. However, Sir C. V. Raman discovered that a number of

much weaker polarized and dlpolarized lines also appeared in the

spectrum, ^hese lines are now called Raman lines. Raman lines

have been found to be characteristic of the substances under inveS'

tigation. The scattered light has a slightly different frequency

from that of the original or incident light beam, and there is a

change in the rotational or vibrational energy within the source

molecule. This change In frequency is known as the Raman fre-

quency shift.

This light scattering effect, as demonstrated by Raman, had

been predicted from theoretical considerations before his experi-

ment, and numerous investigators in Europe and the United States

were searching for the frequency shifted lines. Interest In this

phenomena had become widespread by the late thirties and early

forties.



Research Investigations have been carried out primarily by-

university scientists and trained spectroocopists in a few indus-

trial laboratories. Widespread application of this technique has

been hampered principally because of the difficulties associated

with sample preparation, weakness of the scattered radiation, and

the development of satisfactory sources of excitation. However,

the relatively recent availability of suitable sources and record-

ing spectrometers from the leading manufacturers has increased

lately the use of the Raman technique.

Significance of Raman Spectra

Relation to Infra-red Spectra . The theory of the Raman effect

shows that the Raman frequencies are closely related to frequencies

of vibration within the molecule. hen radiation interacts with a

molecule, part of the energy of the exciting photon is in effect

utilized by that molecule to excite a vibration, and the remainder

escapes as a photon of energy that is lower by the amount taken up

by the molecule. The frequency difference between the exciting

and scattered radiation multiplied by Planck's constant, hAV, is

equal to the energy of vibration of the molecule. Therefore, the

shift In frequency of the lines is proportional to the vibrational-

rotational energy involved in the transitions. Thus, Raman shifts

should correspond to actual absorption bands appearing in the

infrared spectrum of a compound since both are due to shifts in the

vibrational-rotational levels of the molecule. The Raman spectrum

is just as characteristic of a sub3tanco as the Infrared spectrum.

However, it must be remembered that all infrared frequencies do not



have th*lv Raman counterpart and ylc '".a. The selection rules

/orning the relations between molecular vibrations and the Raman

and infrared frequencies can be found in numerous references, such

as that of Herzberg (1) and T!ibben (2)« There is oortant

and easily remembered rule t be mentioned. In molecules

with a center of symmetry, molecular vibrations in which motion of

the nuclei is symmetrical to the center of symmetry may be excited

in Raman scattering »nd not by infrared absorption. Conversely,

vibrations antisynmetrical to the center may be excited by infrared

absorption but not in Raman scatt ~. This indicates that the

study of the Raman spectrum su I in many respects the same

information cone •
' ;ha rot *1 and vibrational energy levels

about a molecule as the study of ltl infrared 3osctrum. Prom this

is sometimes derive vibrational f icy, force constants,

rtlftj lntartroola stance, and rotational fre-

quencies.

Even for homonuclear diatomic molecules, which have no infra-

red spectrum, the rotational and vibrational constants can be

derived with the aid of the Raman spoctrum.

Relation to Inorganic Chemistry . The Raman effect enables one

to distinguish between the two major types of chemical linkages,

the covalent and electrovalent. Wherever the linking is of a co-

valent type, the Raman lines appear with relative larc-e intensity

while the reverse is the case when II I of an electrovalent

tyne occur. The fact that many organic compounds, which are char-

acterized mostly by covalent lin 1 "
, exhibit prominent Raman

spectra may be taken as further evidence to support the above



conclusion. This close correlation between intensity of the Raman

lines and the chemical nature of the linkage can be easily explained.

The intensity of a Raman line is determined by two factors, the

symmetry of the molecule and the extent to which its polarizabillty

is affected by the oscillation in question. If the polarizabillty

of a molecule is either totally independent of or very Insensitive

to variations in the nuclear distances, nuclear oscillations will

cause little or no alteration in the polarizabillty and, conse-

quently, will not give rise to Raman lines. This is likely to be

the case when electrons have gone definitely over from one nucleus

to the other in molecule formation (electrovalent) . On the other

hand, if the binding electrons remain common to the nuclei (co-

valent), the polarizabillty of the molecule will naturally be con-

sidereMy affected by the positions of the nucleus, and nuclear

oscillations will be accompanied by appreciable variations of the

polarizabillty and, consequently, will give rise to Raman lines.

Since Raman spectra are characteristic of the molecular structure,

one would expect a change to occur in complex formation. Dipole

associations are only a type of loose adherence of dipole molecules

and usually do not result In the aopearance of new Raman lines.

However, the existing Raman lines are shifted or broadened very

considerably. The association of the hydroxyl group of one molecule

with the hydroxyl group of another through a coordinate link may be

regarded as an example of coordination. The case of water, in which

some of the Raman lines have been attributed to (H2°)2 an<3 to (^0)3

molecules, Is probably an example of this type of complex formation.

The substitution of an isotopic atom instead of the original



one in a molecule alters both the symmetry of the molecule and the

effective mass. The former affects the selection rules , degeneracy

and polarization factors whereas the latter alters the magnitude of

the characteristic frequencies. Both of these consequences are

manifested in the Raman spectra and offer a wide field of investi-

gation. The above examples help to indicate the scope of Raman

spectroscopy in the field of inorganic chemistry. However, there

are many other applications of Raman technique in inorganic chem-

istry, such as in the study of water of crystallization, mixed mole-

cules, and others.

Relation to Organic Chemistry * A study of the Raman effect has

been of great value in the field of organic chemistry and has thrown

considerable lisrht on a variety of problems. Among the major pro-

blems In which it has been successfully utilized are: 1) the deter-

mination of the presence or absence of specific linkages in a

molecule, 2) the qualitative identification of impurities of certain

types, 3) the quantitative estimation of the relative proportions in

which the constituents of a mixture are present, l±) the elucidation

of the structures of important molecules, and 5>) a study of differ-

ent tyoes of Isomerism. The field of research and the results ob-

tained are so vast that it is not desirable to consider this branch

of the subject in detail.

Relation to Physical Chemistry . Certain aspects of the Raman

effect have thrown considorable light upon such Important problems

in physical chemistry as: 1) the nature of the liquid state, 2) cal-

culation of thermodynamic quantities, 3) change of state and dipole

moments, ij.) polymorphous crystals, $) hydrolysis, 6) degree of



dissociation, and 7) the common ion effect.

Application to Qualitative and Quantitative Analysis . For

purposes of identification of an unknown substance by comparison of

its Raman spectrum with recorded spectra, it is necessary to measure

the Raman shifts of the unknown and at least to estimate their in-

tensity order. For photographic work, the best practice is to

measure the Raman band positions relative to an adjacent iron or

arson comparison spectrum. A low power traveling microscope is

usually used. Use of Raman spectra for analysis of mixtures is

possible because the Raman lines of most substances retain their

positions and relative intensities upon dilution. Thus, if several

prominent lines of a known substance can be detected in a mixture,

the presence of that substance is established.

Quantitative Raman spectroscopy has so far been applied to

clear, liquid mixtures. In this field a number of experimental pro-

cedures and successful analyses have been described. Most of the

quantitative work has been done with hydrocarbons.

Theory of Raman Scattering

The theory of Raman scattering is well known. However, a brief

outline of the main theoretical principles should be presented.

The general principles upon which the theory of molecular scat-

tering is based are that an incident electric field E produces an

induced dipols which is uj : a x E, where a is the polarizability

of the molecule. It is now assumed that during the molecular vibra-

tion which proceeds the polarizability, a, undergoes a change about

an equilibrium position. Expanding the nolarizability in a power



series, it may be expressed as : a Z ae „ + da/dx A3in27Tvvib t. The

incident electric field produces an oscillating electric moment

E sin2jtvt. It is now assumed that during the molecular vibration

which proceeds with the frequency v' , the polarizability, a, suffers

a small change having the sa.ie frequency. The variation of the in-

duced dipole moment with time is given by the following:

ui = aeq ii

'o
sin 2Tvt + ada/dxAE [cos2ir ( v' -vvlb ) t-cos<27r (v' +vvib )t3

According to the abovo equation, the induced dipole moment oscil-

lates not only with the frequency v' of the incident light, but

also with the frequencies vf ~ vvib and v ' + vvib» These terms are

smaller and larger respectively than that of the incident light by

an amount equal to the vibration frequency of the diatomic molecule.

The first terra of the oscillating dipole gives rise to scattered

radiation of the same frequency as the incident light, that is,

Rayleigh scattering. The second term constitutes the Raman effect.

The scattered radiations having these frequencies are, respectively,

the Stokes and anti-Stokes lines. According to this formula, the

two frequencies, v« — vvi D and v» + vvlb , should appear with equal

intensity. This prediction has not been verified by experiment.

The frequency v» — vvjb appears almost always with greater inten-

sity. This line is called the Stokes line. This may be explained

by the fact that at room temperature most molecules are in their

ground state, and the probability of a photon colliding with ground

state molecules is much greater than that of colliding with mole-

cules in an excited state.
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Advantages and Disadvantages of Raman Spectroscopy

There are certain advantages and limitations of tb3 Raman

techr?>'ie as a tool for al investigations. Briefly, these

are as follows:

Advantages

1. A complete vibrational tpeotrua is :btained.

2. Aqueous solutions can be used in Raman spec-

troscopy whereas in the infrared this must be

avoided.

3. A low frequency vibrational spectrum is obtained

whereas in the infrared it is very difficult to

work in this region (2$0— 5>0 cm"1 ) due to the

lack of suitable Instruments.

Ij.. Raman spectroscopy enables one to ,tudy inor-

Ic compounds and large molecules with

relative heavy atoms which give rise to low

frequencies.

5. The occurrence of a Raman 3pectrum depends on the

larizability of the molecule but is independent

of a permanent dipole moment. Thus, a Raman

spectrum for molecules that have no infrared

spectrum can also appear.

6. Photographic techniques can be employed as well

as photoelectric recording.

disadvantages

1. Samples must be absolutely pure and free of con-

tamination of any kind, including dust particles.



2. It is difficult to obtain Raman spectra of highly

colored compounds which absorb radiation.

3. The scattered radiation is weak.

Purpose of This Thesis

The Raman spectra of a compound Is inherently weak. In order

to obtain a satisfactory spectrum the intensity of each Raman line

should be as great as possible. In general the relative intensity

of a Raman line is inversely proportional to the ij.th power of the

wavelength of the scattering radiation. It is, therefore, desir-

able to use excitation with short wavelengths, such as the mercury

Ij.O/4.7 A° or ij.358 A line. However, for colored compounds, the in-

tensity of scattering does not depend upon the fourth power factor,

olored compound will absorb certain radiation of specific wave-

lengths In the visible region of the spectrum. Since Raman scatter-

ing depends upon the scattering of light by molecules and not by

absorption of light, difficulties of obtaining such spectra have

been encountered. In fact, Raman spectroscopy has been limited thus

far to clear or very slightly colored liquid mixtures. The purpose

of this research was to investigate the spectra of certain absorb-

ing substances and to describe in detail methods of obtaining satis-

factory spectra of such compounds as iron bis cyclopentadienyl and

cycloocbatetraene. Also, It was tc postulate a reasonable explan-

ation for the peculiar behavior of the Raman line with respect to

concentration.
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PRELIMINARY EXPERIMENTATION

Discovery of Ferrocene

The current discovery of the unusual compound, iron bis cyclo-

pentadienyl has prompted the investigation of its physical, chemi-

cal, and structural properties. Ferrocene, or iron bis cyclopen-

tadienyl, was discovered late in 19f?l independently but at nearly

the same time by Miller, Tebboth, and Tremaine (6) in England and

by Kealy and Pauson (3) in the United States.

In 1952 Wilkinson, et al , (8) agreed on a sandwich structure

of the molecule in which the iron atom and cyclopentadiene rings

would be neutral, and the iron atom would have an effective atomic

number of 36 (Krypton structure).

Raman Spectrum of Ferrocene

Since Raman spectra are characteristic of the structure of the

molecule under investigation, various attempts were made to obtain

clear cut Raman spectra. After many exhaustive attempts, a satis-

factory Raman spectrum was accomplished by Lippincott and Nelson

(If). This discovery further substantiated the structure proposed by

Wilkinson. Difficulties encountered with obtaining the spectrum of

this compound were due mainly to its color, and thus, absorption of

the exciting radiation occurring and producing no Raman lines at all

or very weak lines. Fortunately, for most nonpolar and many polar

substances the intensity of a Raman line i3 directly proportional to

the concentration. Therefore, the investigators assumed that if the

concentration of the ferrocene in the Raman tube was increased, the
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Intensity should increase correspondingly, ^o^ever, thii r^lation-

Lp did not prevail for 11 concentration of the sample was

increased, the intensity of the Raman lines decreased appreciably.

EXPERIMENTAL TECTKIQUE

The Raman Spectrograph

Raman spectra were obtained using a Hilger Raman spectrometer

(Hilger & Watts Ltd., London). (Plate I, Appendix). This spectro-

graph is a prism type instrument and meets the two main requirements,

speed combined with moderate dispersion, for Raman spectrography.

For photographic work the speed of a spectrograph is inversely pro-

portional to the square of its camera aperture (ratio of the lens

diameter to its focal length). The Hilger spectrograph has an aper-

ture of about t/$,\ in contrast to the f/12 to f/2lj. apertures of

the usual emission spectrographs. Because of the natural width of

the Raman lines themselves, a resolving power of 0.5 to 1.0 A (2,5>

to $ cm" 1 ) in the lj.3f>8 A° Raman region is desirable. It Is also

desirable to have a recipricol disporsion in this region of about

20 A°/mm in order to permit the use of fast photographic emulsions

without loss of overall resolution.

urce of Excitation

The mercury arc is practically the only source for the visible

and ultraviolet regions that emits a simple high intensity line

spectrum suitable for Raman work, although lamps of helium, cadmium,

sodium and other elements have been tried. Since the intensity of
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Raman scattering is roughly proportional to the fourth power of the

frequency of the exciting line, the 2537 A° mercury line is very

effective for excitation. Unfortunately, many organic compounds

either absorb at this wavelength or are photochemically decomposed.

Therefore, the Jj.0^7, lj.35>3, or f?i|i>l A lines are used instead. The

^.3^8 excitation is by far the most used.

The Hilger spectrograph used four low pressure mercury vapour

lamps. These lamps were housed in a cylindrical water-cooled cham-

ber. The lamps were symmetrically placed vertically around the

sample tube which was placed on the axis of the cylindrical lamp

housing. (Plate II, Appendix). The inside of the lamp housing was

coated with magnesium oxide. The reflection of the 1]35>8 A° mercury

lines by magnesium oxide was above 99 percent. Thus, a ray of this

wavelength could be reflected by the oxide over 100 times before

50 percent absorption took place. Therefore, the sample tube was

irradiated very efficiently.

The excitation wavelength for ferrocene was 5^6l A° Hg line,

whereas, that for cyclooctatetraene was I|3!?8 A°. These wavelengths

were chosen since they were near or in the absorption bands of each

compound. Experience has shown that the intensity of scattered

radiation of colored compounds is not proportional to the l\.th power

of the exciting frequency. This is because one cannot neglect the

factor expressed by l/(v 2 —

v

2
) in the Rayleigh scattering formula.

This factor may predominate since this work was done with material

which absorbed near the exciting frequency. Therefore, this factor

may become quite large and offset the l/p^k- factor. If this is true,

one would expect experimental verification or at least experimental

evidence which would support this interpretation.
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Cell and Cell Holder

The cell holder consisted of two compartments which surrounded

t" n cell providing for a filter, solution and water circula-

tion to protect both filter and sample from the heat of the lamps,

xte III, Appendix).

The Raman cell was made of a Tyrex glass cylinder with a flat

Raman window sealed to one 2nd. The opposite end of the cell was

masked above the cell hol.:-r-. This masking prevented direct re-

flection of incident mercury radiation into the spectr h since,

otherwise, the spectrum of even the best arcs would obliterate the

weak Reman line?.

Filters

In Raman spectroscopy monochromatic radiatior is desired.

Filters are necessary to obtain irionochroauitic radiation and to re-

duce photodecomposition and fluorescence, if present, due to ultra-

violet radiation omittod by the mercury lamps. Besides ultraviolet

lines, the mercury arc emits strong lines at lj.Olj.7 A In the violet,

!j.3pS A° In the blue, and also weak lines a' ! and 1x339 A , a

rather weak line at lj.9l6 A , and strong linos at £>j.6l A in the

green, and £769 and 5790 A° in the yellow. All of the above lines

are available for oxcitation, but the f#j.6l A°, £770-90 A°, lj.Olj.7 A°,

and hr3$8 A° lines are the strongest. The advantages and disadvan-

18 of these various linos when used as excitation sources, and

the filters which can be used satisfactorily are summarized as

follows.

If one chooses as his excitation source the Hg 5#ji>l A line, a
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saturated solution of potassium chromate is sufficient for filtering

out the wavelengths below this line. A saturated solution of neo-

dymium chloride is satisfactory for filtering out wavelengths above

this excitation line. This line is particularly effective because

it is an intense line and does not have any nearby components to

produce shadows. In this respect it is far superior to the J^35>8 A

line where the nearby lines 1^-3^8 and lj.339 A ° produce shadows.

These filters are excellent for removing the yellow doublet.

For excitation with the Hg 5770-90 A doublet, a saturated

solution of sodium dichromate is suitable for removal of the high

frequency radiation. However, a water solution of the dye, cyan-

nosine, is more effective in absorbing the intense 5lj.6l A° Hg line.

For wavelengths above the 5770-90 A° doublet, a solution of nickel

sulfate is particularly effective In eliminating the weak Hg lines

in this region although a better filter is desirable because the

nickel sulfate solution also partially absorb the 5770-90 A° doub-

let. Excitation with this doublet is not as effective as with the

5>!j.6l A line because the observed Raman spectrum will appear double

(separation is about 6Jj. cm""*) because of excitation by both Hg lines,

the difficulty of filtering out long wavelength radiation without

absorbing or reducing the Intensity of the yellow doublet, and the

difficulty of filtering out the intense $\\bl A line. If it is

absolutely essential to use yellow excitation, an improved source

such as sodium or helium excitation is advisable.

If the excitation source is the lf35>8 A° line, the suitable fil-

ters are sodium nitrite for filtering out the lines below J|35>8 A°,

and a Rhodamine dye Is satisfactory to reduce the continum above
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J|lj.00 A°. The lj-358 A line Is a good source.

Photographic Technique

Plates * The photographic technique is very important in Raman

spectroscopy. It can be used principally because it is cumulative

and extremely weak radiations may be recorded by prolonged exposure.

Photographic plates differ in speed, constrast, spectral sensi-

tivity, graininess of the image, and resolving power. For quanti-

tative spectroscopic purposes, it is necessary to know how the

response of the emulsion is affected by the intensity constancy and

continuity of the incident light. It is generally assumed that the

response of the plate depends only on the total energy per unit

area which strikes the emulsion. Therefore, the exposure is defined

as the product of the intensity and time during which the radiation

acts, that is, I S It. This is known as the reciprocity law. Ex-

posure may be varied by keeping the time constant and varying the

intensity, or by keeping the intensity constant and varying the

time, or varying both the time and intensity, or by making the in-

tensity either intermittent or non-intermittent. Fowever, when ex-

posure Is thus varied, identical blackening effects for equal expos-

ures are not obtained. This phenomena is especially noticeable at

very low or high intensities. This is termed the failure of the

reciprocity law. At low intensities the exposure, required to pro-

duce a given photographic density, may be several times that re-

quired at higher Intensities. In photographing very feeble sources,

such as Raman spectra, a fast plate with small low intensity reci-

procity failure should be selected. It is obvious that any ordinary
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photographic plate is not suitable for Raman spectroscopy. There-

fore, the spectrum was recorded on 103 AE bkd. or 103 J bkd.

Eastman Kodak photographic plates.

Development . Photographic development is essentially the re-

duction of the activated silver halide grains of the latent image to

metallic silver. All manufacturers of plates and films usually

supply formula for developers recommended for use with their emul-

sion. Since Raman lines are relatively weak, a high contrast devel-

oper is necessary. The developer used in this work was Kodak

Formula D 19 . For consistent results in photometric work, the de-

velopment time, agitation of the solution during development, rins-

ing, and fixing time were identical in every respect after each

successive operation.

Preparation of Samples

In Raman spectroscopy purity of the sample under investigation

is of the utmost importance. Traces of contaminants from corks,

rubber, stopcock grease, and similar items will produce sufficient

continum to mask the weak Raman lines.

The ferrocene used in this research was prepared In the Kansas

State College laboratory by the action of cyclopentadienyl magnesium

bromide on ferric chloride. The cyclooctatetraene was obtained from

Professor Arthur Cape of the Department of Chemistry, Massachusetts

Institute of Technology.

Ferrocene was purified by repeated crystallization from acetone

followed by vacuum sublimation. An apparatus was devised to insure

purity of the sample by vacuum distillation of the sample into the
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Raman tube before introduction of the solvent. This apparatus was

previously cleansed thor: ] , using hot nitric acid, repeatedly

rinsed with distilled water, and then finally rinsed with acetone.

It was then dried and all acetone and water vapour removed by means

of a vacuum. Benzene was used for a solvent and introduced into

the apparatus after releasing the vacuum. The solvent was then fro-

zen, a vacuum produced, and the solvent then distilled directly

into the Raman tube. Care must be taken, when removing the Raman

tube by sealing off under vacuum, that the heat of the flame (torch)

does not decompose any solvent in the vapour phase and thus contam-

inate the sample. This may be prevented by partially freezing the

contents of the Raman tube before removing it from the apparatus.

It is also essential to prevent the development of sufficient ores-

sure , which might cause the tube to break, by gradual warming of

the contents to room temperature.

Determination of Raman Intensities

The quantitative determination of intensities from spectral

lines involves a means of measuring the density of the photographic

line. Some type of photometer Is generally used to measure the

amount of light transmitted by the silver deposit, and if the area

to be measured is that of a small slit or aperture, the instrument

Is called a microphotometer or microdensitometer. Density measure-

ments were determined by means of a Leeds k Northrup recording

microphotometer. In this instrument, the plate is traversed by a

beam of light from a constant light source, and an inked record of

the deflections of the indicating device of an automatic recording
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potentiometer is obtained on a wide paper strip. Prom this paper

the photographic density is computed. The measurements required

are d, the clear plate reading, d» , the reading through the area

photometered", and dQ , the full opaque or dark reading. Then,

Density Z log^Q ^ *" d o

d'-d

By plotting the density against the lor^Q exposure time, a

calibration curve is constructed. Various methods for obtaining

such a calibration curve were investigated. The first method, and

the most popular one, is by means of a sector or log sector disc.

The rotation of this disc in front of the slit permits intermittent

exposures to be taken. However, for precise determinations this

method was not good since the steps produced by the disc are not

pronounced nor distinct enough to be distinguished by the micropho-

tometer. The second method, which proved to be more satisfactory,

varied the time of exposure for individual spectra of the Hg exci-

tation and produced various photographic densities.

EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

The Raman spectra of ferrocene and cyclooctatetraene were ob-

tained over a wide range of concentration values. The respective

excitation frequencies for ferrocene and cyclooctatetraene were the

#j.6l A° and Ij.353 A° Hg lines.

Absorption coefficients were determined for every ten wave-

lengths throughout the visible spectrum with a known concentration

of sample. The absorbancy indexes were calculated by means of the

well known Beer-Lambert Law. The same procedure was followed for
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cyclooctatetraene except the ultraviolet region of the spectrum was

used. The visible and ultraviolet spectra were obtained with a

Beckman quartz spectrometer. These predetermined indexes were then

used to determine the concentration of the sample under investiga-

tion by running an absorption spectrum of the sample. Both spectra

were obtained from the same spectrometer in order to cancel out

errors which might arise due to the use of different instruments.

The best Raman spectra of colored substances are obtained if

one uses excitation frequencies which are near but not in an ab-

sorption band. This evidence is best illustrated by cyclooctate-

traene which absorbs strongly near 1|.000 Ao, but satisfactory spectra

can be obtained using the 5l\.6l A Hg line even though it is near the

absorption band.

Experimental evidence has shown that usable Raman spectra can

be obtained for colored compounds where not only the exciting rad-

iation but also the Raman scattering are being absorbed. This is

illustrated by ferrocene which absorbs at wavelengths of 5>000 to

6000 A°, Satisfactory Raman spectra can be obtained also by using

the ^Ij.6l A° Hg line as an excitation source. Therefore, one may

work in an absorption band if the absorption is not too intense.

Experimentally, it was found that the intensity of the Raman

scattering for ferrocene and cyclooctatetraene seemed rather sharply

dependent upon the concentration of the sample under investigation.

To observe exactly how the intensity varied the relative intensity

of the 1105 cm" 1 Raman line for ferrocene and the loi?l cm" 1 Raman

line for cyclooctatetraene were plotted as a function of their con-

centration. It was seen that for a given wavelength there existed
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an optimum concentration for maximum intensity of scattering. This

was considerably less than that of a saturated solution. (Plates IV

and V, Appendix). Here the 110£ cm"1 ferrocene Raman line was far

more Intense When obtained ^r"- olutlon at a concentra-

tion of O.lB molos /liter than when It was obtainod at a concentra-

tion of O.Jt.5 moles/liter. The effect, was also apparent in the

benze^ 1178 e.r."
1 Raman line as veil as in trie Hg 579° A° line.

(Plate VI, Appendix). For the ferrocene 1105 cm*"1 line, it was

..t the optimum concentration near 0,25' moles/liter. The

optimum concentration was different, of course, for each Raman line,

and it was least ^or the, low frequency Raman lines, ' lar results

were obtained with cyclooctatetraene except the optimum concentra-

tion was found to be in the ranre of 1.25 moles/liter instead of

0.25 moles/liter for ferrocene. (Plates V and VII, Appendix).

The intensity differences betv/cen the optimum concentration

value and other concentration valuer of ferrocene and cyclooctate-

traene were much greater than one would expect. The curves wore

very sharp, and the maximum intensity "alue was well defined since

the pa ak was not broad. Therefore, et low concentrations of ferro-

cene or cyclooctatetraene, the Raman spectra were weal: af expected.

At high concentrations the Raman ipeetra were so weak that they

conld not be seen on the photographic plates. Thus, to obtain sat-

isfactory spectra of a colored solution, one should use the optimum

concentration value of that particular solution under investigation.

This is necessary because the optimum concentration valiie produces

maximum Intensity.

A benzene solution was used in this work since It furnishes a
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Raman line near 117*5 cm"1 and Is comparable in intensity to the

110£ cm"" 1 ferrocene line. It offered a means of testing any theo-

retical equation which t represent a solution to this phenomena

since the intensit '™Q what t" -anner

as the intensity of the 110^ en" 1 Reman line.

A number of difficulties werr dated wit> research.

-re -as the necessity for long exposure, variation in background

from sample to sample. lculty of obto itable

calibration curv .

THEORETICAL INTERPRETATION

The experimental results may be explained or partially accounted

for by the partial absorption of the exciting radi before scat-

tering followed by the partial absorption of the Raman radiation

after eeatterinj . . mathematical treatment can be attempted to des-

cribe the experimental results by the consideration of the geometry

of the system. First, consider the scattering eloE length of

the Raman tube. It was assumed that the change in intensity was due

to a decreasing increment caused by absorption and an increasing

increment caused by additional scattering.

The intensity of the scattered light is proportional to the

concentration of the sample, area irradiated, length of the cell,

and the intensity of the incident light,

I g = KAI CL

where K - constant
A z area
I Z intensity of incident radiation
G = concentration
L = length of the cell
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thus, dig = KAI C

dL

dl 3
= KAI CdL

The change in Intensity due to absorption is obtained from the

Beer-Lambert Law, which in differential form is:

dl a I s »KCdL

where K r constant
= concentration

I g
'= Intensity of incident radiation

absorbed
L = length of the cell

The expression for the total intensity of scattered radiation

will then be given by:

dl g
» = dl a - dl

Therefore, dl a
» = KAI CdL -I a »KCdL

then,

^out
dig' =

KAI -l s
» X

'0

then,

•out

I

Prom this equation it follows that there can be no optimum con-

centration for effective Raman scattering If I is not a function of

concentration because the factor (1 — e-T<CL ) has its maximum value

only when C goes to infinity. Thus, the experimental observation of

the existence of an optimum concentration means that the exciting

radiation before scattering is the factor which determines whether

one obtains or does not obtain Raman spectra of colored substances.
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>~efore, we must coi not only along the length

of the cell but al3o along the radius of the cell. According to the

Beer-Lambert Law, scatter lng along the radius can be expressed as:

I • t-K»RC

A o " 1oo Q

Substituting this value into the previous equation, one obtains

another expression for the intensity of scattering:

I out - AIoo e U -e
;

The factor derived from the intonsity of scattering along the radius

allows for the absorption of radiation before scat boring. The opti-

mum concentration may bo expressed by differentiating the equation

with respect to C and setting the result equal to zero. When this

is done, the equation becomes:

Copt. =X ln [*+J&r]

It must be mentioned that "' is the absorbency index ( extinction co-

efficient) for tha excitation radiation, and E is the absorbency in-

dex (extinction coefficient) for scattering radiation. Therefore,

for evory compound there is a different oentration. For

ferrocene the predicted optimum concentration at llOjJ cm" above the

')1 A° lino is approximately 0,l£ moles/liter. The experimental

op concentration value was 0.25 -loles/liter. ?he optimum con-

centration for cyclooctatetraene at l6;>0 cm"1 above the Tig i|-33>3 A

lino occurred experimentally at approximately 1*2 moles/liter while

the predicted value is 0.30 moles/liter. Obviously, the theoretical

equation does not predict accurately the optimum concentration val-

ues for either of these two compounds. A comparison of the predicted



relative intensity with the experimental curves are shown in Plates

IV, V, VIII, and IX, Appendix.

The author also investigated the effect of a change of radius

of the Raman tube on the optimum concentration. The observed in-

crease in intensity was consistent with the above equation. How-

ever, the scattering from the walls of the Raman tube Imposed a

limit on the size of the tube for which one may obtain satisfactory

spectra. In any case the observed difference in intensity did not

seem to warrant cpecial effort to use sTiall Raman tubes.

In an attempt to derive other equations which would correlate

with experimental results, the following simplified situations were

investigated.

The scattored radiation can be calculated from the average of

the intensity of the radiation passing through the Raman tube nor-

mal to its surface. In this assumption the effective exciting rad-

iation will be given by the following:

t - t - T H - fl
-K«C2R)

-to s J-av. - -is Vi — e
/

K'GR
Substituting . _,, ™ Tv

Iout = Alp (1 -e--' ?-
) (1 -e--^ L

)

The scattered radiation can be calculated from the average of

the int r of the radiation which is passing through the Raman

tube. The -e intensity of the effective exciting radiation

will be given by the follov/ir

I r I fiv
S 2 I fl - (r*C2R) + ("'C2R) 2 - (K'C2E)3 1

o av. L
,2 .2 l 3-3 i k'k I

J

Substituting,

lout »2Xo Tl - (
r'-'C2R) + (i:'C2R) 2 - (KtC2R)3 1 (1 - o"-CL )

L ?.>?. ! 3-3 ! .'!•)]. 1
J



The three curves representing these three theoretical equations

can be seen in Plates VIII, IX, and X (Appendix), respectively.

When one compares the experimental and theoretical curves. It

is obvious that the general shapes are not similar. The theoretical

curves are too rounded, and the optimum concentration is reached too

soon in all cases. Even though the theoretical equations do not

agree with experimental results, they suggest a plausible reason for

the Incompatability of theory and experiment. The fact that the

experimental curves are much steeper than the theoretical curves

suggests that molecules may be present with abnormally high abs ;i b-

itivity which was not taken into consideration in the theoretical

explanation. A species with high absorbitivity would account for

the steepness of the experimental curves and would explain possibly

just why the theory was not similar to the results. It also must

be remembered that colored compounds absorb radiation. This, of

course, means that some of the molecules are being raised to higher

electronic enerry levels. Since they are In higher energy levels,

their absorbitivity is increased, and this causes an increase In the

extinction coefficient (absorbency index) which was used in the the-

oretical equations. In order to check this hypothesis, the follow-

ing experiment was performed. Two spectra were obtained, the first

with an exposure of one hour and the second with an exposure of one-

half hour but with the Intensity doubled. Theoretically, one would

expect that both spectra should have the same intensity providing

the Lais of Reciprocity holds, and one has reason to believe that it

does. However, the spectrum with the exposure of one hour was one

and one-half times more intense than the other. Therefore, the



intensity of the Incident r»»dl«tion has a definite effect upon the

relative Intensity of the line produced. This suggests that there

exists in solution a concentration of electronically excited mole-

cules that have high absorbitlvity and cause a decrease in the in-

tensity of a given line.

SUMMARY

Experimental evidence vms obtained illustrating that the inten-

sity of scattered radiation of a colored compound near an absorption

band Is equal to and in many Instances larger than the scattering

Intensity one would obtain with colorless compounds. It may be

stated definitely that an optimum concentration does exist for max-

imum intensity of spectra for the colored compounds investigated.

Experience has shown that one is hampered by the following

factors: 1) absorption of the exciting radiation before scattering

by the solution having extinction coefficient E' , 2) absorption of

the scattered radiation by the solution which at a given wavelength

will have extinction coefficient E, and 3) finite concentrations of

electronically excited molecules which are in solution and have

high absorbltivities.

The technique demonstrated here will enable one to obtain sat-

isfactory Raman spectra of a number of colored compounds. Indeed,

It is now possible to study the Raman spectra of a number of colored

and absorbing substances which have not been studied previously.

Therefore, new information about their structural characteristics

will now be made available through the interpretation of their

*ctra.



SUGGESTIONS FOR FURTHER WORK

A new field of research has been made available through the

technique of studying Raman spectra of solutions at an optimum con-

centration, and many new compounds can now be investigated. This,

of course, should be carried out, and the optimum concentration

determined for other colored compounds.

The theoretical interpretation is in dire need of improvement,

and research is open in this field of endeavor. The hypothesis

that electronically excited molecules may exist in solution should

be investigated much more thoroughly. Also, different sources of

excitation such as sodium lamps should be used to investigate this

effect.

Other Raman lines should be measured quantitatively. Indeed,

the complete spectrum mir;ht be measured and the intensity versus

concentration relationship developed for the entire spectrum.

The position of the Raman tube and lamps may play some Impor-

tance In this effect. Also, the number of lamps used may be varied.

In this research four lamps were used. It would be of interest to

see if the optimum concentration decreases when only one lamp Is

used, or one could use the other extreme and employ five or six

lamps. There are many other possibilities for further work, and

indeed this research has raised a number of questions which can be

answered only by further research.
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APPENDIX



SXPLARATIOH OP PLATE I

Igor excitation unit.

A. Height adapter

Jrim an.l lona assembly

. Claap scrow

riarn and lens adjuster





EXPLANATION OF PLATE II

Schematic drawing of excitation unit showing

positions of lamps and sample.
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PLATS II

HILGER EXCITATION UNIT

Top View

H

g

Lamps

M g Surfoce
Wa t • r



^LANATION OP WATS III

Hilger cell holder, coll, and lamp.





B7.?LA XV

.:)erlnental curve illustrating relationship

between concentration and intensity of the 1105 c

Raman line for ferrocene.
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PLATE IV

1.0

.90 Sample F e C
|Q

H
|0

1 Excitation Hg 5461 A*

1 Exposure 20 hours
1 Speed ONE(Ion)

7

Ramon Line 1105 cm -1

\ Plate 103 aE

\ E , i.2 3 £' 6.16 4

.5 1

0/

/

°\

\°

.30

/
1

\»

,1 .3 .SO

C. M 1 e I / Liter



EXPLANATION OP PLATS V

Experimental curve Illustrating relationship

between concentration and intensity of the 1650 cm"1

Raman line for cyclooctatetraene.
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PLATE V

ti/a

Sample r
e H 8

Ex citation Hg 4358 A °

Exposure 3 m i n

Speed Two (high)

Roman Lin* 1650 cm" 1

Plata I 03 J

E*.506 E Z.S3

1.0 2.0

C . Mole %/\. i 1

1

3.0



EXPLA S OP PLATE VI

BMPpt from Im -otar showing curves

Uluatrr -elntive dtntittta Of 110$ Caro-

lina with concentrations.



VI

Benzene
9 9 2

M e r c u r y

5 7 7 A

Benzene
I 7 8

© 4 6 Moles per Liter

©25

Hg 5461 A' EXCITATION



; op p

Hfceorot from dens itemstar showing curves

Illustrating rnlatlve densities of 1650 era"1m
Rajnan line with concentrations.



PLATE VII

DENSITOMETER CURVES
RELATIVE INTENSITIES OF 1650 cm"

RAMAN LINE FOR CgHg

hlr

1.2 4 M o I e s Liter

© 2. I 3

Q 3.0 * *

Hg 4358 Excitation



PLAHA >F PLATE VIII

Theoretical ourvo Illustrating the theoretical

ItloMll ?3tsreen ooncentr." lad Intensity

when Mm -etry of the s Is considered and

radiation la scattered fro-n center of Haraan tube.



PLATE VIII

3

'

70
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5 •

/ ^v
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•

1 >^

*
30
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'
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J E

•'
1

• }

1
"

.10 .2 .30 .4 .5
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EXPLANA1 i

Theoretical curve illustrating the theoretical

relationship between concentration err? intensity

when ' -*o?r.etry of the syatem la conaidered and

radiation ia passing through the Penan tuhe normal

to its surface.
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PLATS IX

w

2.5

2.0

V'

1.5

1.0

01 2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6

C. Moles Liter



BXPLAKATI X

Theoretical m illustral otlcal

relation. oentra Intensity

aoraotpy of the system is considered and

when ty» average of the Intensity of the radiation

la passing through the Raman tut
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Table 1. Absorbency indexes for ferrocene.
(0.0>|99 gm. in 20 ml. C$ Hfc)

50

Wavelength : Log, J, „

I *o
Log 1

lo

: Molar
: Absorbency Index

1|.00 .770 .768 57462

1|10 .979 .980 73.059

1^.20 1.130 1.120 83.582

l|30 1.210 1.220 91.014

kko 1.21^.0 1.250 93.283

k$9 1.2lj.O 1 .21*0 92,537

khO 1.190 1.190 88.805

i<-70 1.075 1.075 80.223

I4.8O .905 .9*1 67462

U90 .705 .703 52462

500 .505 .507 37.686
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Table 2. Absorption spec tra of ferrocene

No. : Wavelength : Log-L-
X©

: Concentration
: moles/liter

1 (sample diluted 30 tc . 1)

1+00 0.860 0.1+1+8

1+10 1.130 0.1+61+

1+20 1.210 0.1+31;

too 1.320 0.1+36

kho 1.350 O.I+.3I4-

l+5o 1.310 0.1*25

1+60 1.21+0 0.1+22

1+70 l.li+0 0.1+17

1+60 0.9U5 . 0.1+21

1+90 0.720 0.1+12

500 0.1+9^ O.396

Average 0.1+28

2 (sample diluted 19 to 1)

i+00 0.39 0.291+

1+10 1.15 0.299

1+20 1.30 0.297

1+30 1.38 0.288

l+l+o 1.1+1 0.237

1+50 1.1+2 0.282

1+60 1.32 0.233

1+70 1.20 0.281+

1+80 1.01 0.285
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Table 2 (cont.)

52

Ho. : Wavelength :
LogI

I o

: Concentration
: moles /liter

l#o 0.78 0.283

500 0.514-

Average

0.273

0.236

3 (sample diluted lj.0 to 1)

boo 0.800 0.558

iilO 0.990 0.51^

14.20 1,150 0.551

ll-30 1.220 0.514-0

1^.0 1.250 0.535

ks* 1.230 0.533

14.60 1.170 0.526

1*70 1.0I4.0 0.518

lj.80 0.370 0.518

U-90 0.655 0.500

500 0.I4.61

Average

0.1+9?

0.528

I4. (sample diluted 30 to 1)

I4.OO 0.814.1 0.I4.29

I4.IO 1.050 0.I4.32

I4.2O 1.200 0.I4.31

14-30 1.300 0.I4.28

kko 1.330 0.I4.28

14.50 1.320 0.I4.28
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Table 2 (cont.)

No. : Wavelength •
1 Log_|_ : Concentration

: oles/liter

460 1.250 0.422

470 1.100 0.U2

400 0.920 0.^09

490 0.700 0.i|.00

500 O.I4.9O

Average

C.339

0.U9

6 (sample diluted 29 to 1)

lj.00 0.710 O.368

4l0 0.832 0.350

420 1.020 0.354

24-30 1.100 0.350

w> 1.130 0.352

kSo 1.100 0.345

46o 1.050 0.344

kio O.9I1.O 0.340

isp 0.775 0.334

490 0.600 0.331

500 0.422

Average

0.326

0.326

7 (sample diluted 25 to 1)

400 0.570 0.247

410 0.655 0.222

420 0.315 0.242
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Table 2 (cont.)

No. : Wavelength : Log I
: Concentration
: moles/liter

1+30 0.878 0.21+0

hho O.890 0.237

l+5o 0.330 0.237

l+6o 0.338 0.235

1+70 o.7l;0 0.230

1+30 0.610 0.226

1+90 0.1+70 0.222

500 0.315

Average

0.207

0.222

8 (sample diluted 20 to 1)

1+00 0.550 0.191

1+10 0.675 0.185

1+20 0.780 0.187

1+30 0.820
•

0.180

kko 0.860 0.181+

1+50 0.31+0 0.182

1+60 0.300 0.180

1+70 0.720 0.179

1+30 0.595 0.177

1+90 0.1+60 0.176

500 0.315

Average

0.168

0.189

11 (sample diluted 2$ to 1)

1+00 0.650 0.283
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Table 2 (cont.)

?, : Wavelength : Log I

:
1 o

: Concentration
: moles/liter

140 0.S09 0.;.

_0 0.935 0.280

1-30 1.000 0.276

l&o i.oJjo 0.250

l»5o 1.025 0.277

i+60 0.990 0.279

1+.70 0.870 0.272

1+30 0.725 O.269

1+90 0.560 0.268

5- 0.398

Average

0.266

0.285

12 (sample dilutod 21 to 1)

1+00 0.6I+0 0.234

1+10 0.798 0.229

1+20 0.919 0.231

i+30 0.930 0.227

&0 1.010 0.223

1+50 1.000 0.223

1+60 0.91+0 0.222

1+70 0.350 0.222

14-80 0.710 0.221

1.90 0.555 0.223

;:c 0.392

Average

0.219

0.225
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Table 2 (cont.)

No. : Wavelength hQU
To

: Ccncontration
: moles/liter

13 (sample diluted 21 to 1)

li.OO 0.352 0.127

t|10 0.14+0 0.1265

1*20 0.500 0.126

1+30 o.5I|.o 0.125

M,o 0.555 0.125

?+5o o.51|-9 0.121+5

J^.6o 0.520 0.123

hio 0.1*62 0.1205

k.80 0.382 0.1190

1+90 0.2914- 0.1135

500 0.205

Average

0.1150

0.123

ll+ (sample diluted 17 to 1)

ij.00 0.314.5 0.102

J+10 0.1+29 0.099

1+20 0.14.90 0.099

1+30 0.530 0.099

feo 0.5140 0.0985

1+50 0.535 0.0983

14-60 0.510 0.098

Jj-70 .,-57 0.097



Table 2 (concl.)
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No. : Wavelength : Log I : Concentration
:

Iq
- moles/liter

480 0.330 O.O96

490 O.296 C.O96

500 0.206 0.0935

Average C.0977

Table 3. Ultraviolet
traene.

absorption spectra of cyclooctate-

No. : A'ave length : T ng I
: Concentration

: *o : moles/liter

18-1 (sample diluted 401 to 1)

320 1.580

330 1.340 0.11* 4. 80

340 O.83O

350 0.605

18-2 (sample diluted

320

330

340

350

360

370

201 to 1)

2.00

1.55 2.72

1.15

0.30

0.54

0.352
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Table 3 (cont.)

No. : ve length Log_JL_ :

*o l

Concentration
moles/liter*

13-3 (carsple diluted 201 to 1)

320 1.63

330 1.22 .13

;0 0.33

350 0.62

360 O.I4.12

370 0.263

13-Ij. (sample diluted 201 to 1)

310 1.63

320 1.20

330 0.8^0 1.14-8

3*4.0 0.615

350 0.14.30

3o0 0.290

370 0.136

18-5 (sample diluted 201 to 1)

310 I.I4.O
,

320 O.99O

330 0.710 1.2k

3*4-0 0.515

350 O.360

360 o.2)-5

370 0.165
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Table 3 (cont.)

No. : velangth kog-i-
1 o l

Concentration
moles/liter

18-6 (sample diluted 201 to 1)

300 Lip

310 1.00

120 0.69

330 O.ltflj. 0.865

314-0 0.358

350 0.250

360 0.173

370 0.ll)+

13-7 (sample diluted 201 to 1)

300 Llfc

310 0.785

320 0.5^0

330 0.335 0.67lj.

&o 0.275

350 O.189

36O 0.125

370 0.080

18-8 (sample diluted 201 to 1)

300 0.813

310 0.560

320 0.395

330 0.281j. 0455



Table 3 (concl.)
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. V9length Concentrat ;

moles /litor

3lj.O

350

360

370

0.202

o.ilj.3

. 398

. 367

^National Bureau of Standards

Table l\.. Data for calibration curve

Exposure : Log Exposure : Density

2^00 sec 3.330 . -3114-7

1200 sec 3.07918 .16673

600 sec 2.77815 .102^3

300 sec 2.VT712 .0^72?

150 sec 2.17609 .01703

75 sec 1.87506 .00)+32
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Table 5. Intensities of 1105 cm~l Raman line

.

C one . : Io
\

Io/*
j

Log I /I : I : 1/10

.081+ 19.7 194 1.015 . 0061+7 .310 .1+8

.123 17.3 12.7 1.363 .13l*-l8 .76 .57

.181 154 10.7 1.1&0 .15836 .?" .80

.225 16.7 10. 1.532 .18526 1.00 .10

.258 13.5 .7 1.555 .19173 1.02 1.01+

.285 15.1; 11.8 1.305 .11561 .68 .1+8

.319 19.k 15.1 1.285 .10890 .62 J+

2

.1+65 17.3 15.6 1.110 .0l| 532 .10 .12

Teble
'

Intensities of 1650 "1 Raman line.

Ccnc

.

:
*<> : I : I /I \ Log I /I : Log J. 1 1/100

.k& 17.3 15.5 1.115 .01+727 2.1+7 3.00

.67I+ 12.7 10.5 1.210 .08279 2.70 5.01

.865 13.0 9.9 1.1+60 .161+35 3.10 12.60

1.214.0 iii.

3

9.5 1.560 .19312 3.22 16.60

1.1+80 13.0 9.3 1.1+00 .11*582 3.02 10.50

2.130 18.5 i«U 1.285 .10890 2.82 6.60

3.000 20.3 19.3 1.050 .02119 2.22 1.60
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A technique for obtai an spectra of color bctancea

la deacribod. -les o - ihloh par-

ly absorb bot exci, uttered ra.

Also, tho di3a o and advantages of us In ° and Hg

llnea for Raman excitation a~a compared with those for

;
7 A° and Hg k'; »••

The existence of an -oncer, 'on fop obtaining tho

raaxlnwm intensity of scab radiation for absorbing su jes

is illustrated 1 3 in

solvonts.

I lol ourver. -elative intensit the IIO^J

cm"*
1 ilaman line of fer wan line of cyolo-

octatetraene as a function of concentration are shown. Those are

compared with laoratical curves obtained

tion of the geometry equation:

Is = Mo fl -••• ! ]A

where k extinction coefficient for acattared radiation

1 Z length of Rasiam tube

c s concentration in moles/liter

IqS incident inter Of exciting radiation

intensity of Raman radiation out of Raman tube

= • .stant

It is oointsd out that the theoretical idsratlon3 are inado-

quato, but that the 41 incy may be duo to a concentration of

elect: illy excited aoloouloa in solution.



9 technique demonstrated in this thesis will enable a person

to obtain satisfactory Raman spectra of a number of colored com-

pounds which previously have rot been studied because it was thought

that the Raman scattering would be completely absorbed.


